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Recognizing the negative impact that the current Skyway 
has on the downtown core, Canalside, Kelly Island and the 
future of the Outer Harbor vicinity by impeding access and 
development, the centerpiece of our proposal is to remove The 
Skyway and Rte. 5 entirely from I-190 through the Outer Harbor 
and south to Tifft.  

With it fully gone and replaced by a grand boulevard along 
Ohio Street, the entire corridor will transition to being some of 
the city’s premier living, entertainment and recreational venues 
with nature preserves, havens for fish and other water life.  

Organized around waterways of all kinds, Buffalo can now 
celebrate a new Sapphire Necklace, a string of water-related 
open spaces and amenities, designed to bring new life to the 
old Skyway corridor. Connected by roads, bikeways, walks, 
boats and water taxis from the north, the new and enhanced 
‘jewels’ range from the Erie Basin, the Buffalo River, new Outer 
Harbor venues, and back up to Kelly Island renamed Emerald 
Isle to an expanded Canalside.

EMERALD ISLE
Kelly Island currently has viable commercial activity, with General Mills and 
various entertainment businesses such as Buffalo RiverWorks located there.  
Yet with the removal of the Skyway and the evolving conversion of a working 
harbor to more vibrant open space, entertainment, living and working uses, 
Kelly island is envisioned to become Emerald Isle. 

Emerald Isle is a 24-hour, all-season entertainment hub, a jumble of new 
mixed-use loft-type buildings interspersed with preserved industrial silos, 
grain elevators and other monuments to Buffalo’s history. New rooftop 
views from silos will provide prospects of the river and lake. At its core is a 
central square, anchored by an ice rink, surrounded by vibrant restaurants, 
nightlife, artist lofts and other hip alternative housing.  

At the northern tip of the island is the Emerald Isle Hotel just off the 
Canalside-facing steps, activating a gateway at the mouth of the Buffalo 
River, drawing together Canalside to the east, the Emerald Steps, and the 
new First Buffalo River Marina to the west. Water taxis make stops at all of 
these venues, making this a new interconnected entertainment hub.

OHIO STREET BOULEVARD
The corridor between Michigan Avenue and the Bison Reach Bridge, 
Ohio Street Boulevard, is developed to become a new glamorous, 
tree-lined, pedestrian-centered boulevard. With its increased 
capacity it is developed with dense and tall mixed-use buildings. 
Grounded by retail and commercial uses at street level and housing 
above, new occupants can enjoy views to the Buffalo River, the night 
life of Emerald isle and Lake Erie beyond.  A new promenade lines 
the river with boat slips available for new homeowners. 

With a new multi-modality strategy, cars, bikes, light rail transit 
riders and pedestrians will use the scenic boulevard. Seasonal water 
taxis will take passengers up and down the Buffalo Waterfront, 
making stops at Canalside and near the new South St. Bridge, 
easing congestion and creating a unique water transit experience. 

Urban infill continues northward along Michigan Avenue and into 
downtown, taking advantage of new land opened up by the Skyway 
removal.

OUTER HARBOR
The Outer Harbor today is an active birdwatching locale and nature preserve. 
With the Skyway and Rte. 5 gone, a narrower picturesque two-lane road 
alongside a new creek is put in its place, renamed Fuhrmann Creek Lane. 

Our proposal shows two future alternatives for the area that we believe 
should be decided by the City, state agencies, authorities and the community 
- based on the opportunities and costs.

Alternative 1 retains the entire open space plan by Olin from Wilkeson Pointe 
to Terminal B.  

Alternative 2 develops the Outer Harbor in two parts, east and west.  
The eastern part between Furhmann Creek Lane and the Buffalo River 
Promenade is developed as a small mixed-use village center at the new 
Michigan Avenue Bridge, renamed Wilkeson Point Landing. It is established 
by a boutique hotel, family entertainment, recreational outfitters and water 
taxi stops. At the west alongside Lake Erie, we envision small-scaled single-
family neighborhoods lining the creek to the east and the Strand. The Bellslip 
becomes Bellslip Cove allowing boat slips and a water taxi stop.  A light mix 
of uses there creates a hub, incentivizing walking, biking and boating. 

Alternate 2 shown above 
(Alternate 1 Olin Open Space Plan)
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Open Sky

Aerial View looking south at Buffalo River Mouth showing parts of Outer Harbor Alternatives 1 & 2

Aerial View looking north with Ohio St. Boulevard in foreground and Outer Harbor Open Space Alternative 1 in distance Aerial View looking north from Lake Erie with Outer Harbor Neighborhood Alternative 2 in foreground

The Sapphire Necklace
This new signature identity to replace the Skyway Corridor is the Sapphire 
Necklace. It is a string of water-related open spaces and amenities, aimed 
at bringing new life to a resurgent waterfront. The new and enhanced 
‘jewels’ are connected by roads, bikeways, walks, boats and water taxis.

With the Buffalo Skyway and its cloverleaf entrances and 
exits to I-190 removed, Rte. 5 is replaced by a scenic grand 
Ohio Street Boulevard and Parkway.  Weighing the costs of 
upgrading and regularly maintaining the Skyway against the 
opportunities afforded by its removal, we propose an open sky.

The newly configured verdant Ohio Street Boulevard is 
designed to be truly multimodal with through traffic, an 
extension of the light rail southwards, side frontage roads, 
bikeways and very wide sidewalks to allow for new heavy 
pedestrian traffic.  This boulevard is lined with some of the 
proposal’s most dense and vibrant development: 10 to 15-story 
mixed-use buildings, broad sidewalks and a promenade along 
the river. 

At the Outer Harbor, Rte. 5 and Furhmann Boulevard are 
transformed. Renamed Fuhrmann Creek Lane, it serves local 
traffic with connections to Ohio Street Parkway further south 
near Tifft. A new creek lines the road, connecting the waters of 
Times Beach and Tifft Nature Preserve.

By removing the excessive roadway and by reducing speeds, 
Furhmann is no longer a barrier within the Outer Harbor. It 
provides easy connective access north-south and east-west. 
We envision it to be a much more picturesque road, more in 
character with the nature preserve or intimate neighborhoods. 

Skyway Demolition and New Ohio Street Boulevard and Parkway
The centerpiece of our proposal is the demolition of the Skyway Bridge and 
Rte. 5 as it passes through the Outer Harbor. This is replaced by a new scenic 
boulevard in the Ohio right-of-way connecting, over the Buffalo River, to 
the Ohio Street Parkway, a verdant elegant  entrance to the capital from the 
Southtowns. 

Distinct Walkable Places
Within the new Sapphire Necklace waterfront, new places with strong 
identities emerge.

Heritage Conservation and Reuse
As new places emerge within the waterfront, important elements of Buffalo’s 
unique history and locale must be preserved, chief among them are the grain 
silos; the old Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Terminal; Terminal 
B;  and the nature preserves of Times Beach and Tifft.  
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PROPOSED STREET TYPES

The removal of the Buffalo Skyway provides a unique opportunity for Buffalo to transform its inner 
and outer harbors into a livable environment supported by multiple modes of transportation:  
vehicular, transit, bicycle, pedestrian and water taxi. 

Quite a bit of study has been conducted leading up to the current effort, giving the project team a 
sound foundation to build upon in determining the potential impacts and transportation needs that 
would come with the removal of the Skyway and increased development in the area. 

Level of Service

Ohio Street would be the focal boulevard of the 
transportation network, with a wide, 130’ right of way 
containing interior space to accommodate an extension 
of the light rail, flanked by two vehicular lanes in each 
direction (as a four-lane divided roadway) and separated 
bicycle and sidewalk facilities on either side.

Michigan Avenue would serve as the primary connector 
into downtown Buffalo from the Inner and Outer Harbor 
areas through two bridges,  one rebuilt bridge and one 
new south bridge connecting via Emerald Isle.

Louisiana Street would serve as a secondary connector 
into the Downtown Buffalo street grid as well as the 
primary link to the historic First Ward neighborhood 
bordering the potential Ohio St. Boulevard 
redevelopment.  

Fuhrmann Creek Lane coupled with the new Buffalo 
River promenade would serve as the primary north-
south connector for the Outer Harbor portion of the 
redevelopment, generally mirroring its existing alignment 
parallel to the existing Rte. 5, lining a meandering creek. 

Multimodality

Multiple overlapping transportation networks will be a key 
factor in augmenting and mitigating any potential addi-
tional traffic impacts associated with the removal of the 
Skyway and subsequent development. As such, the proj-
ect seeks to expand the Metro Rail light rail south along 
the proposed Ohio Street boulevard from its current ter-
minus at the railyard alongside South Park Avenue and 
the KeyBank Center. This could potentially terminate in 
the nearer term prior to the existing Buffalo River bridge 
and be extended in the longer term with reconstruction of 
the bridge to serve additional development south of the 
river and be augmented by bus service along the Outer 
Harbor portion of the redevelopment. 

Traffic Demand

Based on a review of New York State Department of 
Transportation (NYSDOT) traffic counts and Skyway 
traffic scenario analyses conducted by the Greater Buffalo 
Niagara Regional Transportation Council (GBNRTC), 
2050 traffic demands on the Skyway are expected to 
remain somewhat stagnant through 2050 were the 
Skyway to remain, as noted on Table 1. With the removal 
of the Skyway, surface streets in the immediate Inner 
Harbor areas are expected to see significant increases 
in traffic demand.  However, given the low volumes that 
they accommodate in conditions with the Skyway in place, 
traffic demands fall well within the theoretical capacity 
of those corridors. Parallel freeway routes along I-90 and 
I-190 see smaller percentage increases in demand with 
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BUFFALO SKYWAY TRAFFIC NEEDS 
The removal of the Buffalo Skyway provides a unique opportunity for Buffalo to transform its 
inner and outer harbors into a livable environment supported by multiple modes of 
transportation. Quite a bit of study has been conducted leading up to the current effort, giving the 
project team a sound foundation to build upon in determining the potential impacts and 
transportation needs that would come with the removal of the Skyway and increased development 
in the area.  

Based on a review of New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) traffic counts and 
Skyway traffic scenario analyses conducted by the Greater Buffalo Niagara Regional 
Transportation Council (GBNRTC), 2050 traffic demands on the Skyway are expected to remain 
somewhat stagnant through 2050 were the Skyway to remain, as noted below on Table 1. With the 
removal of the Skyway, surface streets in the immediate Inner Harbor areas are expected to see 
significant increases in traffic demand.  However, given the low volumes that they accommodate 
in conditions with the Skyway in place, traffic demands fall well within the theoretical capacity of 
those corridors. Parallel freeway routes along I-90 and I-190 see smaller percentage increases in 
demand with the removal of the Skyway, but still provide availability within the theoretical 
maximum capacities of those roadways.  

Table 1 – Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Existing Counts and Future Forecasts 

Roadway Existing1 
2050 With 

Skyway2 
2050 Without 

Skyway3 
Max 

Capacity 

Skyway north of Outer Harbor Dr 42,313 37,907 0 105k 

Skyway south of Outer Harbor Dr 41,336 37,031 0 105k 

Skyway south of Tift Street 44,548 45,688 15,424 105k 

Ohio Street  2,901 3,018 7,858 9-18k 

Michigan Avenue 6,884 7,179 7,382 9-18k 

South Park Avenue (west of Michigan 
Ave) 

1,793 2,352 4,204 9-18k 

Louisiana Street 3,749 4,798 7,546 9-18k 

I-190 Downtown 86,801 98,495 102,808 160k 

I-90 north of Aurora Expressway 138,681 149,344 164,720 215k 

 

With the redevelopment of properties along the Inner and Outer Harbors made possible by the 
removal of the Skyway, additional traffic demands would be realized on the closer in streets such 

                                                             
1 NYSDOT Traffic Data Viewer - https://gis3.dot.ny.gov/html5viewer/?viewer=tdv 
2 GRBTC Travel Demand Model, Buffalo Skyway Scenario 3, Daily Demand - 
https://esd.ny.gov/sites/default/files/Scenario3-Skyway.pdf 
3 GRBTC Travel Demand Model, Buffalo Skyway Scenario 1, Daily Demand - 
https://esd.ny.gov/sites/default/files/Scenario1-Skyway.pdf 

Table 1
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Existing Counts and Future Forecasts

View along Ohio Street Boulevard

Our proposal 
shows two future 
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area that we believe 
should be decided 
by the City, state 
agencies, authori-
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the removal of the Skyway, but still provide availability within the 
theoretical maximum capacities of those roadways. 

In general, we envision trucks routed along I-190 and I-90 north 
south, while cars would be routed down the new scenic Ohio 
St boulevard and parkway, joining bicycles, transit riders and 
pedestrians. Detailed design of regional roadways will reflect our 
modeling of traffic network flows using available MPO and DOT 
data and use of the model to project highway network flows and 
provide actionable mitigations for any delays where mitigations 
are needed to sustain acceptable  network performance in the 
coming 20-30 years.  Detailed design of the regional network will 
also address the need to maintain current VMT and to prevent 
diversion of truck traffic off designated truck routes



Feasibility & Affordability

39,839,914.00$            
WZTC (10%) 3,983,991.40$              

7,967,982.80$              
3,983,991.40$              

Sanitary Spine Mitigation 5,000,000.00$              
274,800,000.00$          
63,000,000.00$            
20,000,000.00$            
90,000,000.00$            
21,000,000.00$            

Design (15%) 77,045,987.10$            
51,363,991.40$            

657,985,858$    

Restoration of Raised Bridge Removal

CA / CI (10%)

PROJECT TOTAL

Road + Utility Subtotal

Skyway Raised Bridge Removal

Incidentals/Contingencies(20%)
Survey (10%)

Removal & Restoration of raised Rt. 5

New Canal Bridge at Island
Replacement Ohio Street Bridge

Skyway Public Development Cost Estimate

Annual City of Buffalo City of Lackawanna Erie County New York State Total
Property Tax Revenue*  $                 33,300,000  $                61,900,000  $ 23,600,000  -  $  118,800,000 
Sales Tax Revenue - Household Spending  $                   1,100,000  $                       76,000  $   2,600,000  $              5,700,000  $      9,476,000 
Sales Tax Revenue - On-Site Jobs  $                   2,200,000  $                     200,000  $   5,000,000  $            14,400,000  $    21,800,000 

One-Time City of Buffalo City of Lackawanna Erie County New York State Total
Sales Tax Revenue - Construction  $                   1,400,000  $                     100,000  $   3,300,000  $              9,500,000  $    14,300,000 
Total Annual Impact  $                 36,600,000  $                62,176,000  $ 31,200,000  $            20,100,000  $  150,076,000 
Total One-Time Impact  $                   1,400,000  $                     100,000  $   3,300,000  $              9,500,000  $    14,300,000 

Fiscal Impact Estimates Summary

Source: Camoin 310, Erie County, City of Buffalo, City of Lackawanna

*Assumes project is evently split between two cities. 

Direct Indirect Total
Jobs                   7,000                   8,000                 15,000 
Earnings  $    635,000,000  $    420,000,000  $ 1,055,000,000 
Sales  $ 1,600,000,000  $ 1,200,000,000  $ 2,800,000,000 

Direct Indirect Total
Jobs                   2,800                   1,500                   4,300 
Earnings  $      86,000,000  $      78,000,000  $    164,000,000 
Sales  $    256,000,000  $    218,000,000  $    474,000,000 

Direct Indirect Total
Jobs                 15,000                 12,000                 27,000 
Earnings  $ 1,000,000,000  $    600,000,000  $ 1,600,000,000 
Sales  $ 2,000,000,000  $ 1,600,000,000  $ 3,600,000,000 

Direct Indirect Total
Jobs                 17,800                 13,500                 31,300 
Earnings     1,086,000,000        678,000,000  $ 1,764,000,000 
Sales     2,256,000,000     1,818,000,000  $ 4,074,000,000 

Estimated Economic Impact - Buffalo MSA

Annual Impact

Total Annual Impact

Household Spending

On-Site Employment

One-Time Construction Impact

Source: EMSI, Camoin 310
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The economic and fiscal impact of a project of this magnitude will be felt positively throughout the community as new 
residents, businesses, and visitors start to invest in the Buffalo and Lackawanna area, bringing with them new energy, 
vibrancy, spending power, and job opportunities. The positive changes will start during the construction phase and will 
continue into the future as downtown Buffalo, neighborhoods of South Buffalo and the City of Lackawanna open up for 
new private investment into a mix of uses.

The cost of removing the Skyway and of new construction for roads and utilities, while high as estimated at $660m, 
will be offset by economic benefits. On the fiscal side these are $14m in one-time sales tax and $150m per year in sales 
and property tax revenue. On the economic impact side,  the proposal sees a one-time construction impact of $1.055b 
in earnings and $2.8b in sales.  Annually, these are projected to be $1.8b in earnings and $4.01b in sales. 

With the potential for a whole new district to be created, the Buffalo MSA will be able to offer a variety of new mixed-
use products that will attract people from all over New York State and beyond.   

The significant positive economic and fiscal impacts will be felt most acutely at the core of the Buffalo MSA, the City of 
Buffalo, but there will also be benefits to Erie County, Western New York, and New York State as a whole, and beyond. 
Benefits will come in a variety of forms, ranging from increased sales and property tax revenue, improved public per-
ception of the area, community health benefits, increased prosperity, and improved quality of life. 

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Development Intensity & Density Uses

Economic Impact

As imagined, the proposed redevelopment of the 
Buffalo waterfront, the adjacent downtown and 
neighborhoods to the south, will result in additional 
jobs, earnings, and sales for Buffalo and Lackawanna 
residents and businesses, first as direct impacts but 
then also as indirect and induced impacts as the 
new money flows throughout the economy. While 
the specifics of the redevelopment are unknown at 
this point, using the proposed development and 
assumptions regarding number of residential units, 
typical household spending habits, and square feet 
of retail and commercial space, a project of this kind 
would result in approximately 15,000 jobs over the 
construction period and another 31,000 permanent 
jobs once the concept is fully built out. Additionally, 
there will be significant new spending and earnings 
occurring within the Buffalo MSA as the investment 
creates ripple effects throughout the economy, locally, 
regionally, and state-wide. 

Fiscal Impact

In addition to the economic impacts, this type of redevelopment would have a 
positive impact on the city, county, and state’s revenue streams with additional 
sales, property, and income tax being generated. As new residents and businesses 
are attracted to locate in the Sapphire Necklace Waterfront there will be increased 
spending, earnings, and property value that will drive revenue streams towards 
city, county, state, school, and other taxing jurisdictions. 

Using typical construction costs for a project of this type it is possible to estimate 
the new property tax revenue that would be generated. Additionally, based on 
current Erie County tax rate and the new sales that would occur in the Buffalo MSA 
it is possible to estimate the one time and annual sales tax revenue to the cities, 
county, and state. Furthermore, the project will result in increased income tax, 
additional revenue from fees, and other miscellaneous revenue streams. 

A project in the Buffalo and Lackawanna region of this size, scale, and use type 
mix can reasonably be expected to create over $14 million in one-time sales tax 
revenue during construction and an additional $150 million annually per year in 
sales tax and property tax revenue for the various jurisdictions.

Skyway Public Development Costs

The greatest costs associated with 
the project include new roads 
and utilities, the Skyway bridge 
removal,and other rebuilt and new 
bridges. 

Residential

Mixed - Use

Recreation

120 (du/acre) 20-30 Stories

80-100 (du/acre) 10-15 Stories 

40 (du/acre) 3-4 Stories

60 (du/acre) 5-8 Stories

15 (du/acre) 2 Stories (Occasionally 3)
10 (du/acre) 1-2 Stories

1. Ohio Street Boulevard

4. Downtown Infill along Pearl Street 

2. Mid-Rise along Ohio Street Boulevard   

3. Michigan Street Infill

6. Ice Rink at Emerald Isle Plaza

8. Carousel in Outer Harbor - Alt. 2

9. Tifft Nature Preserve

11. Terminal B Lake Club in Outer Harbor - Alt. 2

13. Bird Watching in Times Beach Nature Preserve12. Houses along Furhmann Creek in Outer Harbor - Alt.  2

10. Mixed-Use adjacent to Times Beach Nature Preserve - 
Alt. 2

7. Mews on Emerald Isle

5. Hotel at Northern end of Emerald Isle     
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